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tand we saw Bringelly as a nice quiet
place which, though partly rural, was very central to schools and al! other amenities.

Our intention was always to stay here until the children grew up, at which time we could sell up and move on with our
retirement plans. Our intention was not to get rich from selling but we hoped we'd have enough money to allow us to
move to another area without a mortgage. We envisaged that this would be in the next 5 to 8 years.
You can imagine how horrified we were to discover just a few short weeks ago, that our land is the area that is
proposed to be Agriculture and Agribusiness!!'! Without having an explanation what this means, I can oniy imagine
that anybody iooking to buy Agricultural iand would want to pay very little for it!
We have attended a lot of meetings with concerned residents in similar planned zoning and I agree that their proposal
to broaden the land uses would greatly benefit us and in accordance with the town planner, that we are engaging to
submit a submission on our behalf, it would be of better use of the area which we are referring to as the South Gate
Precinct.

[ may not be using the correct terminology but I just want you to be aware and take into consideration what happens
when somebody in the Planning Department runs a line through properties and plans to zone large areas which so
affect people's lives.

We are all for progress and have no problem with change but I believe that consideration for peopie would benefit
everybody and still achieve the desired outcomes.
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